
WHAT ARE THE TWO PRIMARY TYPES OF ORGANIZATION USED FOR

COMPARE-CONTRAST ESSAYS

Explain organizational methods used when comparing and contrasting. Understand how to write a
compare-and-contrast essay. rather, you might choose to compare and contrast two types of oranges or two types of
apples to highlight subtle Comparing and contrasting is a primary tool for many workplace assessments.

The concluding general observations on this Essay and its Appendix, are, that the one principal object I have
had constantly in view, has been the removal of the erroneous impressions and prejudices which exist almost
universally against the insane, as if they alone were all furious wild beasts or infernal demons, and which have
hitherto excited and still continue to excite a spirit and conduct toward them, productive of a baneful and
injurious influence. This fascination, indeed, is so powerful, that the rich and the great are too often preferred
to the wise and the virtuous. August 5, Mr. Log in now to get rid of them! This is usually not what college
instructors are looking for in a paperâ€”generally they want you to compare or contrast two or more things
very directly, rather than just listing the traits the things have and leaving it up to the reader to reflect on how
those traits are similar or different and why those similarities or differences matter. However, if you were
writing a paper for a class on typesetting or on how illustrations are used to enhance novels, the typeface and
presence or absence of illustrations might be absolutely critical to include in your final paper. How does it fit
with what you have been studying so far and with the other assignments in the course? For example, in order
to break down ideas for comparison or to contrast in an essay, students may need to categorize, classify,
dissect, differentiate, distinguish, list, and simplify. London, for example, has a history that dates back over
two thousand years. Time and space are lost to him. Point-by-point Rather than addressing things one subject
at a time, you may wish to talk about one point of comparison at a time. I say this is what education should be.
For example, if you wanted to focus on contrasting two subjects you would not pick apples and oranges;
rather, you might choose to compare and contrast two types of oranges or two types of apples to highlight
subtle differences. It was not only one of the northernmost points of the Roman Empire but also the epicenter
of the British Empire where it held significant global influence from the early sixteenth century on through the
early twentieth century. Make sure to use comparison and contrast phrases to cue the reader to the ways in
which you are analyzing the relationship between the subjects. Perhaps the most significant difference
between the resident demographics is the racial makeup. This sympathy is different both from that by which
we enter into the motives of the agent, and from that by which we go along with the gratitude of the persons
who are benefited by his actions. London has a much richer past than Washington, DC, and consequently has a
lot more material to pull from when arranging its collections. Here are some general questions about different
types of things you might have to compare. She is now perfectly recovered, and returned home. Though
Native Americans inhabited the land several thousand years earlier, and settlers inhabited the land as early as
the sixteenth century, the city did not become the capital of the United States until the s. A controversy
between the bishop and citizens of Verona, relative to the building of certain walls, was referred to the
decision of the cross. Your thesis should come at the end of the introduction, and it should establish the
subjects you will compare, contrast, or both as well as state what can be learned from doing so. Suppose that
you are writing a paper comparing two novels. Determine the purpose and structure of comparison and
contrast in writing. Comparing and contrasting the two cities based on their history, their culture, and their
residents show how different and similar the two are. Take the following thesis as an example that leans more
toward contrasting. Both have a wide selection of expensive, elegant restaurants as well as a similar amount of
global and national chains. Such was the doctrine of the four principal Sects of the ancient Philosophers,
concerning the Specific Essences of things, of the old Pythagoreans, of the Academical, the Peripatetic, and
the Stoical Sects. Both cities have thriving theater districts, but again, London wins this comparison, too, both
in quantity and quality of theater choices. On one occasion, he was for making out a list of persons famous in
history that one would wish to see againâ€”at the head of whom were Pontius Pilate, Sir Thomas Browne, and
Dr. Comparison and contrast could be used to evaluate companies, departments, or individuals. Authored by:
Scott McLean. How broad is their scope? Then come up with one similarity and three differences between the
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examples. But of all the irregularities in the Heavens, those of the Moon had hitherto given the greatest
perplexity to Astronomers; and the system of Sir Isaac Newton corresponded, if possible, yet more accurately
with them than with any of the other Planets. Two pieces of writing or art What are their titles?


